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W       What’s trending in the UK? 

T        The true value of search

           How do people search to buy?

  From search to store

HEALTH PERMEATES food & beauty trends 
and petcare even 

VEGAN for everyone
INGREDIENTS 
LONG TERM BENEFITS 

How are people searching? 
Food & Bev investment in planning 
Petcare 
Beauty

Mobile & on the go across categories - last 
minute searches could still be a touch point 
However some categories are still tied to 
offline stores - eg. beauty



UNIQUE 
UNDERSTANDING 

OF THE 
CONSUMER

TIMELY TOTAL TRUE

SEARCH SECRETS
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dog food

cat food

baby food

You might be surprised...



Proprietary + ConfidentialSource: Google Data.

+100%
best toothbrushes

+80%
best bathroom cleaner

+90%
best prosecco

+180%
best deodorant

+110%
best olive oil
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FOOD & HEALTH IS PARTICULARLY RICH AREA ON 
SEARCH - size of searches 

Food

1 BILLION
searches

Brexit 
50m

Makeup & 
cosmetics

400m

GOT 
20m

Even ubiquitous topics like 
food are gaining huge 
attention 

Pet care & Beauty

Pet food & 
Supplies

200m



5 minute meal - Chickpea curry

Tesco My Fitness 
Pal

BBC Good 
Food

Best curry recipe

How to make curry paste

Where to buy lemongrass

Friends try the world’s 
spiciest curry

Visits supermarket

Visits local convenience store

Signals above are examples only

SO WHAT CAN 
CONSUMERS 

SEARCH TELL US 
WHAT CONSUMERS 

WANT?

Thai Green Curry | Jamie Oliver

So what lies behind these searches?



Restrictive diet trends changing the way that we see food

Source: Google (2018) Diet types by query volume (bubble size) & YoY growth (UK, 2018)

38% 98% 147%32%12%

DASH Diet >500KPegan Diet >500KVegetarian 4M

Vegan 10M
Flexitarian 1M

YoY Growth Rate

In part, interest in new types of dieting has opened 
consumer minds around the meaning of balance 

and nutrition

If you are leaving a food group out, what are you 
putting back in? 

So in a way, our story starts with 
food

Diet & health trends permeate the 
food & nutrition landscape 



Source: Google 

In part, interest in new types of dieting has 
opened consumer minds around the meaning of 

balance and nutrition

If you are leaving a food group out, what are 
you putting back in? +16%

calcium rich foods

+47%
high fibre foods

+18%
vitamin b12 foods

+21%
high iron foods

+31%
probiotic foods

+34%
high fat foods

And have broadened 
consumers understanding of 
the food landscape 

Also to mention here 
ingredients 

Focus on health trends is not 
reserved for food, as the modern 
consumer is leaning into more 
aware buying 

ORGANIC BEAUTY

VEGAN DOG FOOD

ORGANIC BABY FOOD  



Trends in organic and natural are not confined to foodTrends in organic & natural 
permeate beauty & care 
categories, as perceptions of 
ingredients & processes 

Source: Google internal data, U.S., France, India Jan 2016 to Dec 2017

soy +1600%

marula +512%

retinol +323%

baobab oil +166%

borage oil +147%

camelia +107%

wheat +101%

bee venom +92%

daisy +91%

vitamin c +68%

“Natural”

“Organic”

Specific 
Ingredients

Top 10 Rising Ingredient 
Searches Uk



dog treats

homemade dog treats

dog treat bag

puppy treats

natural dog treats

dog treat recipes

dog treat jar

healthy dog treats

good boy dog treats

dog treat dispenser

dog treat tin

grain free dog treats

how to make dog treats

natural dog treats uk

peanut butter dog treats

hypoallergenic dog treats

sinple treats

dog treat pouch

low fat dog treats

raw treat pet food

frozen dog treats

healthy treats for dogs

dog treat

dog treats recipe

Top dog treat searches (UK, last 12 months)
Top rising queries >50% YoY

In pet care, top rising searches 
are around more organic, natural 
pet foods 

And definitely not just human food!
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xxx
Food and nutrition is a long term choice 

14

July 2012 March 2014 December 2015 July 2017

bone broth benefits avocado benefits kombucha benefits
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The merging of nutrition, health 
and the long terms manifests itself 

differently across different 
categories.

For petcare, trends in 
humanisation show that people 
want to give their pets the same 

standard that they would give 
themselves or their families ≈



xxx

For baby food, it’s impacted 
how parents are thinking 
about what their baby needs
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And investment into 
personalised 

“best for”
best for

Best formula for 
reflux

+11%

Best formula for 
colic

+35%

Best diapers 
and wipes for 
sensitive skin

+59%

Word of mouth is intriguing when it comes to reviews on baby foods 
because you learn how radically different each individual is in relation 
to tastes and development. One child's favourite might cause another to 
'play up'. In that regard it's down to experimentation. Belle B.

Best lotion for 
eczema

+37%



And overall across CPG, its’ 
movement towards more 
sustainable products & 
ways of being 

Top reusable queries Top biodegradable queries



5 minute meal - Chickpea curry

Tesco My Fitness 
Pal

BBC Good 
Food

Best curry recipe

How to make curry paste

Where to buy lemongrass

Friends try the world’s 
spiciest curry

Visits supermarket

Visits local convenience store

Signals above are examples only

Because of new consumer 
standards 

THE SEARCH & 
EXPLORATION JOURNEY IS 

GROWING MORE 
COMPLEX...

Thai Green Curry | Jamie Oliver
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WHAT AND 
WHEN 

Dieting & meal planning

- Trends in dieting may be 
increasing people’s investment in 
planning. For these consumers, it’s 
less about cost and more about 
planning

- Lunch ideas etc 

KETO DIETS 
LUNCH IDEAS

vs best & offers

Meal planning & inspiration

For food, we can see an 
increased investment in 
planning & product info 
gathering 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WHAT AND WHEN 

Dieting & meal planning

- Trends in dieting may be increasing people’s 
investment in planning. For these consumers, it’s 
less about cost and more about planning

- Lunch ideas etc 

Product information & reviews
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WHAT AND WHEN 

Dieting & meal planning

- Trends in dieting may be increasing people’s 
investment in planning. For these consumers, it’s 
less about cost and more about planning

- Lunch ideas etc 

KETO DIETS 
LUNCH IDEAS

vs best & offers

Planning to buy



Source: Google internal YouTube data, watchtime, worldwide, Jan 2015 to Dec 2018. Global.

And younger consumers are 
finding even more ways to go on 
this journey - it’s not just search. 
Video plays an important role in 
food trends…

YouTube is an important 
destination for Gen Z who are 
seeking inspiration on how to eat 
better. They look at videos across 
the journey from purchasing to 
consuming, even meal prepping 
their meals. We see a rise of 
watchtime  

Meal prep

Grocery haul

What I eat in a 
day/week

2015 2016 2017 2018

Esp for younger consumers 
who take to YT to help plan
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Which is characteristic of a 
number of categories in CPG 
such as baby food, where 
people lead with generic 
query exploration

1 2 3 4

Best baby hair shampoo
Cheapest pampers
Baby oil
Johnson’s baby lotion
Baby conditioner

Baby wipes
Best toothpaste
Baby shower gel for dry skin
Cotton wool
Best baby wash and shampoo

Baby pampers price
Eco friendly baby bath
Best price nappies
Aveeno baby special offer
Natural baby lotions

Baby moisture
Eco nappy
Baby body wash
Good nappies
Baby body wash for dry skin

52% of baby care consumers change brands up until purchase 



The majority of decision making is happening online, regardless of 
purchase point

Even for offline categories, 
search is important 

Share of buyers who engage in different moments  on:

Discover 
new 

products

Discover 
trends and 
get inspired

Understand 
individual 

needs

Understand 
products

Compare 
prices of 

products of  
brands

Compare 
benefits 

Consider 
finally & 
decide

Use & learn 
how to apply

Consider & get 
recommendation

Buy

Discover Compare Consider Buy UseUnderstand

in this context 
touchpoints 
are analyzed 
for 
engagement 
but not for 
purchase

Online

Offline



70% of searches from Mobile Devices

Food near me

+129%
YoY growth

Source: Google data  

summer is a high 
time 

ncreasing steadily YoY

USING ONLINE 
SEARCH TO GET TO 
THE STORE … 
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of people who conduct a local 
search visit a store within 24 

hours

Search helps them get 
there



of breakfast shoppers search 
while they’re shopping in store

In-store, they’re searching for generic, 
unbranded, “upper funnel” terms

Top In-Store Searches:

Source: 2018 Google-Purchased Breakfast Path to Purchase Study

Breakfast example...
And when they’re there, 
they’re still searching 
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Trends show that consumers are making more personal choices, taking into account the long 
term impact of their purchases

Trends in natural and organic permeate CPG categories beyond food 

The search path to purchase shows deep research, starting at an exploratory category level

Search also helps to get consumers in store, and they search up until moment of purchase
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Thank you!

ailisoconnell@google.com


